
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

She wore a ____________ dress trimmed with green velvet.1. (pale/grey)pale grey

There are some thousands of them in the settlements, and they live chiefly
by hunting and fishing, and retain ______________ customs and habits of
life.

2.

(Indian/many)
many Indian

The ___________ song, I answer.3. (old/same)same old

She has abundance of soul, which flashes from her ____________ eyes.4.
(deep/blue)

deep blue

The two friends were sure to pass ________________ hours together in
talking over their recent adventures, for as they neither ate nor slept they
found their greatest amusement in conversation.

5.

(many/pleasant)

many pleasant

There was, however, no ________________ disturbance during the day.6.
(serious/other)

other serious

I had a ______________ fight to get this berth, and I am very glad to have
it.
7.

(hard/enough)
hard enough

I should sooner have done myself the honor of writing to you on this
subject, but that I hoped to have laid it before you more fully than could be
done in writing, by a gentleman who was to pass on _______________
business to Philadelphia.

8.

(other/public)
other public

Almost every country has its _______________ breed; and many countries
have many breeds differing greatly from each other.
9.

(own/peculiar)
own peculiar

This companion dying, the animal fell into his ________________
possession.
10.

(exclusive/own)
own exclusive

They result from causes not to be affected by ________________
applications.
11.

(mere/external)
mere external

These nine worthies have been brought together from
_________________ ages and countries.
12.

(different/many)many different
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And is it not so with us _____________ creatures; do we not float down
the stream of life!
13.

(poor/human)
poor human

When I first saw the ______________ plants, I did think of my own
garden, but not for long.
14.

(little/nice)
nice little

The ___________ days were terrible to Audrey.15. (next/few)next few

It would have a ____________________ value for me.16.
(great/educational)

great educational

The whole body is covered with ___________ hair.17. (long/red)long red

Our _______________ monuments must rest on other ground.18.
(literary/own)

own literary

These grand flowers come in ____________________ shades.19.
(several/beautiful)

several beautiful

Certain provinces have in their gift _______________ titles, or names, as
they are called.
20.

(high/certain)
certain high
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